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NEWSRoosevelt offers more mental health resources through the 
Virtual Care Group 
by Karina Aguilar / Staff Reporter
 The Dean of Students and 
Vice President of Student Affairs,  
Jamar Orr, announced an expansion 
of health care services for students 
on Oct.1, 2020. 
 One of the new services 
includes access to the Virtual Care 
Group, which provides access to 
unlimited free therapy sessions 24/7.
 Dr. Cami McBride 
encourages students to take 
advantage of the therapy offered by 
the Virtual Care Group.
 “I think a lot of folks have a 
misperception that if you go to see 
a therapist, that means that you’re 
‘crazy,’ and nothing could be further 
from the truth,” said McBride.   
       “Everyone at some point in their 
lives—and sometimes more than one 
time in your life—could probably 
benefit from talking to someone 
about what’s going on in your life.”
 Some students said they 
think that is especially true with the 
additional stress of the pandemic. 
 “I think it’s so important 
that schools provide counseling 
services because, especially with 
the pandemic, everyone has been 
personally affected whether that 
be financially, emotionally or 
physically,” said junior criminal 
justice major Alexa Jones.
 Although these services may 
be beneficial for some, Jones said 
that she worries that other students 
are struggling to access the services.
 “I am in student government 
and I have noticed that some 
students don’t know how to access 
the counseling services online or 
that many students didn’t know the 
online services were an option,” said 
Jones. “So I think sending more steps 
in an email to let students know that 
Roosevelt does offer the counseling 
services online would be beneficial.”

 Dr. McBride directed students 
to talk to the dean of students with 
any technical difficulties or concerns 
when using the Virtual Care Group. 
 Another reservation some 
students had in the past when it 
comes to the counseling services is 
making sure that they are culturally 
aware. 
 “I tried to go to the 
counseling center and it felt like 
they were utterly unprepared 
and untrained on therapy from a 
multicultural/intercultural lens and 
I couldn’t form a trust bond with 
any of the school counselors,” 
said Claudia Della Pona, a masters 
industrial organizational psychology 
student. “I don’t know how much the 
situation has changed since—they’re 
good people —the office is tiny and 
I hope outsourcing is addressing 
the diversity of the therapeutic 
processes, because it was just not 
enough or inclusive.”

 McBride emphasized the 
importance of feeling comfortable 
with your therapist. 
 “If you start working with 
a therapist and you are not clicking 
with them, get a different therapist,” 
said McBride. “Especially within 
the Virtual Care Group, I would 
encourage students that if it doesn’t 
feel like they are connecting for 
whatever reason, they try to seek 
someone else.”
 According to McBride, 
another potential benefit of switching 
from the counseling center to the 
Virtual Care Group is the 24/7 access 
to therapy.
 “We used to have an on 
campus counseling center -which 
is amazing- but unfortunately that 
office would often run on a wait 
list, so it was actually harder to 
access these services before,” said 
McBride. “The Virtual Care Group 
is a really beneficial way to provide 

more students with more counseling 
services.”
 She also believes there 
are two common misperceptions 
students have when it comes to the 
Virtual Care Group.
 “These services are 
essentially free so students don’t 
have to pay extra—beyond the fee 
that they have already paid—which 
is just amazing that we were able to 
negotiate this,” explained McBride. 
 Not only does she point out 
that the services are in fact free, but 
she also expressed that she wanted to 
make it known that the services are 
confidential.
 “I think students are worried 
services are not confidential because 
the school arranges it or that it is 
happening via teletherapy,” added 
McBride. “Therapists are trained 
that one of the most important 
ethical principles that we abide by is 
confidentiality.”

The Virtual Care Group also offers free medical care for illnesses, such as cold, cough, flu symptoms, sore throat, minor 
injuries, sinus infections and more. Photo courtesy of Unsplash.

ROOSEVELT 
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FEATURE

Beautifully Queer
by Kelly Faherty / Staff Reporter

 A brand new club at 
Roosevelt University hopes to 
celebrate pride, sexuality and self-
expression. Beautifully Queer, an 
organization created by freshman 
musical theatre major Bobby Hillier, 
is founded upon the principles 
of individuality, love and the 
importance of support.
  “Everybody has their own 
journey when discovering their 
sexuality, as well as their identity. 
When I created Beautifully Queer, 
I wanted to make sure that I created 
a space that was safe enough for 
people to tell their stories and create 
a voice for themselves,” said Hillier. 
“I wanted people to share the beauty 
of the world as well as the ugly.”  
 So what goes on in 
Beautifully Queer? According to 
Hillier, “a whole lot of action.”

 “It is one thing to declare 
you support a group, and another to 
use those words and assert them into 
action,” said Hillier. 
 “If we really want to see 
and make change, we must do 
everything we can in controlling our 
controllables. What does that look 
like? It looks like lobbying your 
policy makers, making sure people 
are registered to vote, educating 
people on important issues, writing 
to your senators and so much more.” 
All of the aforementioned actions 
are aimed at Hillier’s ultimate goal: 
the betterment and protection of gay 
rights. 
 Aside from the group being 
objective driven, freshman musical 
theatre major Janelle Sanabria said 
she feels the group is driven by need. 
 “Organizations such as 

Beautifully Queer are important to 
not only the folks within it, but those 
around us. It’s important to continue 
to educate on, and implement 
the acceptance of the LGBTQ+ 
community,” said Sanabria. 
 Though the organization 
has not been able to host a meeting 
yet, the mere composition of the 
group hosts a unique presence in 
the current club life at Roosevelt 
University. 
 “Beautifully Queer is 
important because while there 
are many queer artists within the 
program, there aren’t other outlets 
that are explicitly a place made for 
and by us like Beautifully Queer is,” 
said freshman musical theatre major 
Heather Bohan. 
 According to Hillier, 
anybody who identifies as LGBTQ+ 

or is interested in supporting the 
community is more than welcome. 
There are no prerequisites needed in 
order to join.
 “When I look into the world, 
I see a world that is divided by fear, 
hatred, and ignorance. There is no 
doubt that there needs to be change. 
Marginalized groups have been 
threatened with their basic human 
rights, as well as their personal 
safety,” said Hillier
  “I’ve learned that we can no 
longer wait for someone to create 
change, but we must actively go and 
create it for ourselves. This idea of 
actively putting in the work to create 
change is the core foundation and 
goal for Beautifully Queer.”

ROOSEVELT 

Beautifully Queer will run through an action-based plan to further and secure LGBTQ+ rights. Photo courtesy of Unsplash.
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 On Nov. 7, President-Elect 
Joe Biden and Vice President-Elect 
Kamala Harris were announced 
winners of the 2020 presidential 
election. This historical election 
makes sitting president, Donald 
Trump, the fi rst president to lose his 
reelection since George H. W. Bush 
in 1996.
 President Trump declared 
the results of the election fraudulent, 
proposing lawsuits and demanding 
recounts across the United States. 
He also falsely declared himself the 
winner of several Biden-leading 
states and of the entire election, 
which was quickly debunked by 
Twitter’s fact-checkers.
 “I think Trump’s actions 
will change American democracy 
in that he’s created an environment 
where the validity of elections can 
be questioned solely on the basis of 
the results not being in your favor,” 
said Kaitlyn Greenholt, a senior 
majoring in political science. “He 
has continuously pushed the idea 
that feelings matter more than facts, 
and that ideology has been echoed 
by his supporters.”
 Trump is the fi rst presidential 
nominee to demand a recount of 

votes since the 2000 presidential 
election, where President George 
W. Bush and democratic nominee 
Al Gore fought over Florida. The 
court sided with Bush and allowed 
a manual recount of all legal votes, 
eventually leading to Bush’s win.

 However, the attorneys of the 
Bush v. Gore case have both come 
out in support of Biden’s 2020 win. 
In the 2000 election, Florida had 
only a 500 vote difference between 
candidates, but in Trump’s lawsuits, 
the discrepancy is between 10,000 to 
145,000 in favor of Biden.
 “The premise of these 
lawsuits is absurd,” said Dr. 
David Faris, the program director 
of political science at Roosevelt 
University. “The Trump campaign 
is seeking to have millions of voters 

Trump lawsuits make no traction as inauguration day moves closer
by Aero Cavalier / Staff Reporter

retroactively disenfranchised based 
on hearsay and fabrication. They 
have zero chance of succeeding on 
their own terms.”
 In an opinion piece published 
by Washington Post, Bush and 
Gore’s respective attorneys write, 

“We still don’t completely agree 
about how the Supreme Court ruled, 
but we completely agree that nothing 
in that case — or in the Supreme 
Court’s decision — supports the 
challenges now being thrown 
about in an attempt to undermine 
President-elect Joe Biden’s victory.”
 So far, four of the states 
Trump fi led lawsuits in have dropped 
the cases: Georgia, Wisconsin, 
Michigan, and Pennsylvania. All of 
the states cited lack of evidence in 
their claims and therefore could not 

be moved forward in court.
 “Judges look like they are 
restraining themselves from simply 
tossing the whole lot of them out of 
court. The cases do not have merit,” 
said Faris.
 President Trump is still 
refusing to formally concede and is 
delaying the transition of information 
and presidential powers.
 “I don’t think he will 
[concede], at least not in a way 
where he admits the results weren’t 
rigged,” said Sophia Gallo, a junior 
majoring in sociology. “I know there 
have already been some diffi culties 
with the transition and information 
being held from Biden so I can 
imagine it will be one of the more 
tricky transitions, unfortunately.”
 “The only way Trump gets 
more electoral votes than Biden 
is if GOP state legislatures break 
their own states’ laws by submitting 
alternate slates of electors, if the 
GOP Senate then counts those 
slates instead of the legitimate ones, 
and the Supreme Court sides with 
Republicans in the aftermath,”  
said Faris.
 As of Dec. 4, Trump has lost 
six court cases, even though some of 

“The Trump campaign is seeking to 
have millions of voters retroactively 

disenfranchised based on hearsay and 
fabrication. They have zero chance of 
succeeding on their own terms,” said 

Faris.

Image of a tweet from Donald Trump following the 2020 election. Photo courtesy of @realDonaldTrump via Twitter.com.
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the judges are his own appointees. 
He has still refused to concede, 
despite the Associated Press 
officially confirming president-elect 
Biden’s win.  The U.S. has passed 
the Safe Harbor deadline which 
cements President-elect Biden’s 
inauguration on Jan. 20.
 Two states had issued 
formal recounts of votes, to no 
real success for President Trump. 
Georgia completed a recount on 
Nov. 19, decreasing Trump’s margin 
of loss by 500 votes. Georgia had 
a total of 5 million presidential 
ballots. Wisconsin also completed 

a recount in two counties, Dane and 
Milwaukee, which increased the 
number of votes for President-elect 
Biden. The Wisconsin recount cost 
Trump’s campaign $3 million that 
they had to pay upfront.
 Cases currently pending are:

•Donald J. Trump for President v. 
Bucks County Board of Elections in 
Pennsylvania, where Trump’s legal 
team is proposing throwing out over 
2,000 votes.

•Jesse Law et al v. Judith Whitmer et 
al in Nevada, where Trump is hoping 

to be declared the winner of Nevada, 
worth 6 electoral college votes.

•Donald J. Trump et al v. Anthony 
S. Evers et al in Wisconsin, where 
Trump is hoping over 200 thousand 
mail-in ballots will be thrown out.

•Trump v. The Wisconsin Election 
Commission et al, where Trump is 
asking for the state election to be 
declared unconstitutional.

 Trump has yet to concede 
and still falsely claims he won 
the election, despite facts saying 
otherwise. This poses concern for 
people regarding what this could 
mean for American democracy.
 “I don’t think Trump will 
concede, and he definitely isn’t 
working to make the transition 

smooth,” said Greenholt. “By not 
conceding, Trump doesn’t have 
to admit to losing. He can move 
forward under the guise that it was 
rigged, and that he only lost because 
of ‘fraud.’ He won’t admit defeat 
because he hates being a loser more 
than anything else.”
 Others feel as though 
Trump’s response will bear little 
weight after Jan. 20. 
 “I don’t think Trump’s 
response will change our democracy 
unless he were to literally not leave 
office and try to forcibly stay in 
power, to which we’d be entering a 
fascist state,” said Gallo. “I guess 
we’ll have to see how far he takes 
it in order to know if there will be 
political consequences.”
 

Trump leaving a rally in Tulsa after disappointing turnout. Photo courtesy of ABC News.

Image of the U.S. Supreme Court building. Photo courtesy of aier.com. 

Trump lawsuits make no traction as inauguration day moves closer 
(cont.)
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 As the holiday season 
approaches and Americans become 
eager to gather around their 
loved ones, they may be in for a 
nasty treat: the second wave of 
COVID-19. 
 “I feel that the second wave 
of the virus is similar to the first 
where everyone is taking precautions 
in everything they do. People are 
definitely taking it more seriously 
now,” said Jabreah Driver, 21, a 
psychology major. 
 However, Dr. Anthony 
Fauci, director of the National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases, advised that most parts of 
the country will need to take drastic 
measures such as shutdowns and 
suspensions in order to prevent the 
virus from spreading. 
 This is because Dr. Fauci 
emphasized that the nation will face 
a surge of cases that’ll likely increase 
after Thanksgiving festivities. 
However, the surge may not be fully 
known until after Christmas, where 
there may likely be another surge of 
cases, Fauci said. 
 On the other hand, 
students like Lydia Groezinger, 
18, felt otherwise about the rising 
COVID-19 rates.
 “I wasn’t expecting the 
second wave to happen when it did. 
But, in a sense, we all knew it was 
going to happen at some point,” 
Groezinger said.
 According to Medicine Net, 
the second wave of COVID-19 
refers to the virus infecting one 
group of people first and then 
decreasing to only come back and 
increase in a different part of the 
population, resulting in another wave 
of infections. 
 This has led the Institute 
for Health Metrics and Evaluation 
model to predict that the U.S. will 

surpass half-a-million COVID-19 
deaths by April. As of Dec. 6, there 
are a total of 14.7 million cases and 
281,000 deaths. 
 But Fauci and other health 
officials remain optimistic because 
some hospitals are already beginning 
to obtain vaccines, but are waiting 
for approval from the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration.
 The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention advised 
that vaccines should be given 
to healthcare workers caring for 
COVID-19 patients first. 
 “It is frustrating that the 
numbers were down and then went 
up; but it was predicted that we 
would have a second wave, so I’m 
not surprised. I’m surprised that it 
was a bit later, however, because it 
was predicted to be in September, 
but Chicago luckily didn’t,” said 
Kamaria Grayson, 18, an IMC major. 
 However, according to the 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, Illinois has recorded 
more coronavirus deaths than any 
other state in the last seven days, 
with 13,000 deaths as of Dec. 5.
 Therefore, Governor Pritzker 
said that Illinois is expecting to 
receive more than 100,000 vaccine 
doses for its first shipment which 
can happen within the month of 
December, according to Chicago 
health officials.  
 In fact, the "first mass air 
shipment" of COVID-19 vaccines 
arrived at Chicago’s O’Hare 
International airport on Nov. 27.  
 Following Lori Lightfoot’s 
advised protocols on staying at 
home and avoiding large gatherings, 
Governor Pritzker added that Tier 3, 
the stage in which Illinois has been at 
since mid-November, will shut down 
indoor bar and restaurant services, 
close some businesses, including 

casinos and museums, and imposed 
stricter restrictions on capacity limits 
in areas such as gyms and salons.
 “Lots of places have been 
closing, so it’s kind of hard living 
in a city where there is normally 
an endless number of things to 
do, versus now when there are so 
many COVID-19 restrictions,” said 
Groezinger.
 Roosevelt University is 
attempting to ensure the safety of 
students by continuing to practice 
six feet social distancing measures 
while enforcing strict mask and 
sanitizing procedures. Roosevelt 
is also keeping large spaces closed 
such as the 14th floor recreational 
room and the gym, and requiring a 
self-assessment before leaving and 
entering the school. 
 “Roosevelt is doing the same 
thing that they’ve been doing, which 

is working, so I’m not mad at them. 
I do think that Roosevelt is putting 
their best efforts forward when it 
comes to making sure that we’re 
safe,” said Grayson. 
 “I feel like Roosevelt is very 
precautious with their COVID-19 
procedures. Overall, I feel safe 
with the way they are handling it,” 
Groezinger added. 
 However, students suggested 
that RU should pay more attention 
towards the mental health of students 
during these unprecedented times. 
 “I wish Roosevelt would 
strongly suggest that we use the 
therapy services, especially during 
these times. COVID-19 depression is 
real. So, if the school advertised that 
more, I would greatly appreciate it,” 
said Grayson. 
 

Small bottles labeled with “Vaccine COVID-19” are pictured. Photo courtesy of Voices of
 America.

COVID-19 continues to rise 
By Raneen El-Barbarawi / Staff Reporter
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Console wars: A new generation of speed - Xbox Series X review
by Adnan Basic / Head Copy Editor 

After seven long years of 
waiting, gamers were fi nally able 
to get their hands on the latest 
generation of gaming consoles 
this November, as the Xbox Series 
X and Playstation 5 were both 
released within days of each other.

 Like many others, I 
was forced to choose between 
the two systems. Coming in at 
an approximate price of $550 
each, getting both was simply an 
unrealistic dream. 

 Thankfully I never really 
worried about my decision. All my 
friends were on Xbox, so I would 
be staying on Xbox as well. My 
(now old) Xbox One had never 
done me wrong either, which made 
staying loyal incredibly easy.

 It’s no surprise that both 
consoles were in high demand, 
making it nearly impossible to 
get your hands on one. The hype 
was through the roof, and with the 
coronavirus pandemic meant there 
would be limited quantities as well. 

 Luckily for me, I somehow 
managed to preorder my Series X 
through Amazon on the fi rst day 
they were available, even if it did 
take nearly an hour of refreshing 
various websites.

 On Nov. 10, it arrived. One 
of its biggest benefi ts was clear to 
see almost immediately, as setting 
up the Series X took no time at all. 
The cables and ports were clearly 
labeled, and getting it turned on 
was remarkably simple. Once that 
was done, the beauty of modern day 
technology shone through, as I was 
able to set up almost everything on 
my phone through the Xbox app.

 Then came the 
disappointment. For some reason, 
there were absolutely no changes 
made to the main menu screen. 

Sure, it was still sleek and easy to 
navigate, but it didn’t feel new. It 
was like I was back on my older 
system, which wasn’t the best 
feeling to have right away.

 Getting to the gameplay 
improved my spirits. There aren’t 
many games to play yet since the 
console came out so recently, but 
the ones I was able to load up were 
good enough for the time being.

 Everyone knows the viral 
video where the guy is sat in a car 
screaming “WHY WE GOING SO 
******* FAST” even though it’s 
not actually moving? Well, that is 
the best way to explain how fast the 
loading times are on the Series X.

 I’m used to starting up a 
game and tapping away on my 
phone as I wait a few moments for 

it to load. Now, with the Series X, I 
don’t even have the time to take my 
eyes off the screen before my game 
is done booting up.

 The graphics aren’t too 
special just yet, but that’s because 
developers haven’t been able to 
make the most of the upgraded 
systems. Things do look a little 
better, of course, and it’s insane to 
think about what the future has in 
store.

 One concern is that my 
Series X has crashed on me more 
than my old Xbox ever did. It’s the 
same thing happening every time, 
as the screen freezes and a loud 
buzzing noise is emitted for a few 
seconds before the system restarts 
itself. It’s only a little annoying for 
now, but I am worried it’s causing 

long-term damage to the system. 
 Last but not least, the 

controller has been modifi ed ever 
so slightly. There are now tiny little 
bumps on the back that should help 
in terms of grip. It feels awkward 
at times, especially when it’s warm 
and your hands sweat a little, but 
I might just need to get used to it. 
The D-pad (directional pad) has 
also been changed, but that update 
will be a meaningless one for most 
casual gamers.

 All things considered, the 
Series X is still a clear improvement 
over gaming systems of old, and 
the best thing is that it will only get 
better and better as the years go on.

8 out of 10 Torches

It may not be pretty, but the Xbox Series X is certainly effi cient. Photo courtesy of Polygon.com.
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Console wars: Despite limited stock, the PlayStation 5 is truly limitless 

 I had never been happier to 
see $18 in my bank account. 

 Staring in astonishment at 
the order confirmation screen that 
occupied my phone for what felt 
like hours, on the brink of tears. I 
had tried for 10 days to successfully 
order the PlayStation 5, and came 
heartbreakingly close. This time, the 
dreaded “out of stock” message just 
missed my screen, and I became one 
of the few to secure the PS5. 

 As the emotional high wore 
off, I asked myself how Sony’s 
newest console could push me to 
willingly drain my bank account 
of nearly $1,000 in PlayStation 
electronics for the sake of leisure. 
Was I buying into the hype? There 
was only one way to find out. 

 I joked around with friends 

about seeing the PS5 “in the flesh,” 
but it genuinely has a presence 
that cannot be understood through 
photographs. The white and black 
curved design gives it an aesthetic 
look, and the system’s massive size 
almost makes it feel like a trophy. 

 As I prepared to play for the 
first time, I was nervous that the 
experience wouldn’t live up to the 
unreasonable hype. I loaded up a 
pre-installed game titled “Astro’s 
Playroom” — a game created to 
show off the capabilities of Sony’s 
new DualSense controllers. I was 
instantly blown away. The different 
vibrations of the controller, paired 
with Sony’s new Pulse 3D audio 
headset, created an immersive 
experience I’ve never witnessed 
before. 

 One section of the game 
requires the player to fly through 
space in a portable suit equipped 
with rockets for easier mobility. As 
you fly, the adaptive triggers tighten 
while the control vibrates according 
to your player’s movement. It feels 
like flying a rocket powered ship at 
the tip of your fingers. 

 Switching games has 
never been easier. In a span of 
five seconds, I went from “Astro’s 
Playroom” to “Call of Duty: Black 
Ops Cold War.” The graphics were 
an expected improvement, but it 
was the 3D audio and adaptive 
triggers that stood out to me the 
most. 

 When you reload a rifle 
in an indoor setting, you can hear 
the echo of the ammo magazine 

clicking into your weapon. The 
controller adapts to the weight 
of the weapon you’re wielding. 
Heavier weapons make it harder to 
push down on the back triggers to 
aim and shoot, while lighter ones 
take pressure off of the triggers to 
allow for easier weapon handling 
— almost as if you were truly using 
the gun you selected.  While this 
doesn’t give players a competitive 
edge, it creates a brand new 
experience within the Call of Duty 
franchise that can be utilized for 
years to come. 

 Despite a lack of new 
PS5 titles, many PS4 games run 
noticeably better on the next-
generation system. Rocket League, 
an arcade-like car soccer game, runs 
much faster and smoother on the 
PS5 compared to the PS4. I’m able 
to flow seamlessly from offense to 
defense much better than I did on 
my PS4. 

 While PS5 releases will 
eventually take over the gaming 
world within the next year or two, 
gamers can revisit some of their 
favorite titles from the PS4 and have 
an enjoyable experience. 

 The PS5 was worth every 
emotional and financial sacrifice 
I made to obtain the console. The 
rational voice in my head attempted 
to prevent me from getting too 
worked up over it, but the thrill of 
the chase was too much for me to 
resist. 

 While limited production 
makes one extremely difficult 
to secure, I strongly recommend 
attempting to buy one as Sony 
continues to work with retailers to 
provide stock — and remember, 
don’t buy from scalpers. 

10 out of 10 Torches 
The PlayStation 5 accompanied by two DualSense remotes, Pulse 3D headset and media remote. Photo by Mohammad Samra.

By Mohammad Samra / Chicago Editor 
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“Evermore,” a musical journey like no other
by Reyna Estrada / Editor-in-Chief by Jules Banks / Editor-in-Chief 
 Taylor Swift has certainly 
been busy. With her eighth album, 
“Folklore” released only months ago, 
Swift’s surprise release of her newest 
album “Evermore” shocked fans.   
       “To put it plainly, we just couldn’t 
stop writing songs. To try and put it 
more poetically, it feels like we were 
standing on the edge of the folklorian 
woods and had a choice: to turn and go 
back or to travel further into the forest 
of this music,” Swift explained via 
Instagram. 
 “Evermore” is a perfect 
compliment to “Folklore,” and 
Swift’s statement reflects in her 
music: the album’s songs were very 
obviously written in the same room, 
with the same artists. According to 
Swift’s social media announcement, 
Aaron Dessner, Jack Antonoff, and 
Justin Vernon – as well as many 
other musicians – contributed to this 
surprise album. 
 “Evermore” follows the same 
style as Swift’s previous album-- an 
enchanting storytelling adventure 
that differs drastically from Swift’s 
previous work. The storylines diverge 
from autobiographical and instead 
are rooted in fiction, with inspiration 
from life. In her album notes, Swift 
describes the songs and storylines as, 
“Imaginary / not imaginary tales.” The 
beautiful lyricism is one of the album’s 
strengths-- Swift has always been a 
fantastic songwriter but “evermore” 
showcases her skills in a new fashion. 
The lyrics are poetic and catchy with 
the ability to immerse the listener into 
the storylines, allowing them to feel 
for the characters. 
  The tasteful folk takes an even 
softer turn, with even the most soulful 
songs keeping a light, minimal tone 
as Swift hits all the hardest topics: 
breakups – both youthful hometown 
breakups and tragic, night-before-the-
wedding breakups – falling in love, 
moving away, and much more. It’s her 
classic content with obvious maturity. 

As Swift grows up, fans get to see 
her style meld with her life – which 
is refreshing to see, because an artist 
growing up doesn’t always mean they 
necessarily get better or more mature 
(looking at you, Lana del Rey.) 
 The storylines intersect with 
each other, stand alone, and reflect 
each other. But through it all, the 
listener never gets bored or lost in the 
story. Despite the variety of content 
covered, the album maintains a 
fantastic flow, with songs that are both 
heart wrenching and simply fun. 

 Jules’ favorite song
 The outlier to this gentle 
album, and my personal favorite 
song, is “no body, no crime,” which 
calls back to Swift’s country origins. 
The song spins a tale of a fictional 
friend Este, who Swift concludes has 
been murdered by her husband after 
confronting the man about an alleged 
affair. This song is an exciting addition 
to all the classic “murdering an 
abusive husband” songs that go down 
in country music: “Goodbye Earl” 
by the Dixie Chicks,  “Gunpowder 
and Lead” by Miranda Lambert,  and 
“Two Black Cadillacs” by Carrie 

Underwood being among the plethora. 
It’s “Gone Girl” if Jack Antonoff was 
on the soundtrack, and it’s got a way 
of getting stuck in your head all day. 
I personally love it when Swift goes 
“country girl,” and as she dives more 
into this new genre, her music-making 
beginnings begin to protrude again 
once more. Additionally, the haunting 
beginning — which is simply the low 
rumbles of “He did it….he did it….” 
— is an unforgettable veer into the 
dark fictional tale. 

Reyna’s favorite song 
 “Evermore” closes off the 
album with a simple piano ballad 
featuring Bon Iver, which shares 
names with the album. While, “Tis the 
damn season,” and “gold rush,” follow 
closely behind in my favorite songs, 
“evermore’s” hopeful yet melancholic 
feel and haunting lyrics can’t help 
but pull me in each time I listen. The 
song has strong mental health themes 
as the story follows a narrator who 
is immersed in a deep depression, 
however by the end of the song the 
narrator comes to the realization that 
their pain would not last forever. The 
audience listens in as the narrator 

grows from singing, “I had a feeling 
so peculiar that this pain would be 
for evermore,” to “I had a feeling 
so peculiar this pain wouldn’t be for 
evermore.” It’s a hopeful  message that 
doesn’t simplify the experience of pain 
and instead showcases the journey of 
healing and growth. At first glance it 
may appear as a melancholy end to 
the album, but instead I think it serves 
as a reminder that working through 
pain is a journey, one that may feel 
impossible at the outset, but in the end 
is worth it.

Jules’ Rating 
 Swift has done it again, to 
put it plainly, and I wouldn’t change 
the album in any way. Even if the 
music isn’t my usual go-to genre, I’m 
pulled into the drama and allure of 
the dark music and expert lyricism. 
I think everyone could find a track 
on the album that they could enjoy, 
regardless of their normal music taste, 
which really speaks to this album’s 
flexibility and range. The stories paint 
a vivid picture into the mind of the 
listener, as though Swift herself is by 
their side, telling them a story in vivid 
detail. Swift is on fire, and although 
I may have a stronger attachment to 
“Folklore” as of right now, this album 
was a holiday present like no other. 
9/10 torches. 

Reyna’s Rating 
 “Evermore” is a work of art. 
The fact that this is Swift’s second 
album in less than five months is 
impressive, and the fact that both 
albums flow effortlessly together 
while maintaining their independence 
just showcase Swift’s vast artistic 
abilities. The album itself is ridden 
with beautiful, sad, and catchy songs-
-it is easy to become immersed into 
the music.  I think the thing I am 
most taken with is Swift’s ability as a 
singer-songwriter to take me into her 
stories, that even when I can’t relate 
to the storylines themselves, I can 
emphasize with her characters. 9.5/10 
torches. 

“Evermore” was released on Dec.11. Photo courtsey of spin.com
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Sound off: The Torch’s plans for the 2020 holiday season
It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas! Lights are hung up along the Mag Mile, Macy’s is decked out in holiday decor, and the Chicago Christmas Tree towers over 
Millennium Park. With winter break quickly approaching, we asked the Torch team about their plans for a COVID Christmas—or whatever holiday they’re celebrating.

Making the best of a 2020 Christmas by Amanda Landwehr
Chicago is one of, if not the best city to celebrate Christmas in. But like 
everything else this year, the holiday season feels a bit...strange. One of my 
favorite holiday traditions is seeing the Chritsmas tree lighting ceremony 
in Millennium Park. The show still went on in 2020, but surprise! It 
was adapted into a virtual event. I also love walking around amidst the 
excitement of the Christkindlmarket, but once again—it was moved online. 
However, I’m thankful that the Lincoln Park Zoolights and the Magnifi cent 
Mile will still shine this season, and will certainly visit with friends before I 
head home to Minnesota for winter break.

A trip back home by Jules Banks
As an out-of-state student, the pandemic has made it incredibly diffi cult for 
me to return back to my hometown of Columbia, Missouri at the same rate 
that I usually would. Christmas is my chance to kick back and relax with my 
family, with no fi nals, work or other stressors muddling my holiday time. My 
usually large family is deciding against a big in-group hangout Christmas 
morning. Instead, we’ll be seeing each other over Zoom. Although that will 
be bittersweet, being able to make cookies with my parents and give my 
brother and sister their gifts in-person is really the only thing I asked for this 
Christmas anyway. 

Christmas movies galore by Ayumi Davis
“The Grinch Who Stole Christmas,” “The Polar Express,” “The Santa 
Clause” and many more are on my list to watch and enjoy with a cup of 
hot chocolate this break. Watching Christmas movies during Christmas just 
amplifi es the cheer and joy around the season and watching it with family 
will make it even better. And with a movie going, I can still be moving, so 
baking cookies, decorating and such activities while watching is so much 
fun! My favorite is “Home Alone,” the antics of little Kevin McCallister 
always putting a smile to my face. Plus, he lived out every kid’s dream of 
being home alone with the whole house at their disposal! 

Doing as little as possible by Adnan Basic
Like many other students, this semester was one of the toughest I’ve ever 
had. Zoom classes are way harder to focus in, and my work ethic has 
crashed as a result. Getting any sort of assignment done has been a struggle, 
but thankfully I won’t have to worry about that over winter break. My goal 
over the course of the next month is to do as little thinking as possible, 
giving my brain a break of its own before the spring semester starts up in 
January. I don’t celebrate Christmas, so there’s nothing to worry about in 
terms of planning for that, while New Years will be a vibe even if family 
and friends cannot visit due to the circumstances. No thoughts, head empty. 

Getting to know my PlayStation 5 by Mohammad Samra
I held my PlayStation 5 for the fi rst time on Nov. 28, but have barely had the 
time to play it due to my 60 to 70 hour work weeks with a full-time student 
schedule on the side.  As the semester comes to an end and my work schedule 
returns to a more manageable 30 to 40 hours a week, I’ll be able to get better 
acquainted with the system that millions of gamers have been trying to get 
their hands on. I can’t wait for the nights where I’m playing until the sun 
comes up, without a care in the world. 

Photo courtesy of NeONBRAND on Unsplash.

Photo courtesy of Andyone on Unsplash.




